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ALREY BATOL

Boats
Engineer’s Cabin

A virtual first person shooter scenario centred on
the imminent boarding of a civilian fishing boat by a
platoon of armed military personnel. The subjectivity
of the soldier is brought to the fore, suggesting
that perhaps neutrality isn’t a position easily
achieved. As the spectator enters the dark argument
around perception and control of public opinion,
they become implicated in a dialectic of violation
and volition. Accompanying the monitor–based
installation are framed photographs of other notable
vessels, such as the ‘Tu Do’ (meaning ‘Freedom’),
the Vietnamese boat that delivered one of the first
‘shipments’ of Vietnamese boat–people to Australia
in 1976, and the Norwegian freighter ‘MV Tampa’,
which in 2001 ushered in the current epoch of
fixation on sovereign power and border ‘control’.

AUDREY LAM / CAITLIN FRANZMANN

My vessel is stopped and
making no way through the water
Seaman’s Mess

An immersive installation incorporating multiple
projections, geometric protrusions and a live video
feed, My vessel is stopped combines digital imagery
of international maritime flags and audio
recordings of Morse Code transmissions in a
new abstract language.
Maritime signal flags are a part of the International
Code of Symbols that are recognised in nine
languages (English, German, French, Spanish,
Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Greek, Russian).
This installation uses international maritime flag
vocabulary to call into question the consensuality of
language and expose the relations of power inhering
in communication systems. In particular, this work
highlights how frequently purported ‘international’
communications are in actuality unintelligible
to outsiders; the knowledge of flag language,
historically and today, is restricted to a privileged
few – the military, merchant shipping vessels, and
wealthy pleasure boaters.
Taking as its base material the agreed visual
representations of these symbols, this installation
inspects and subjects them to processes of
abstraction and purification. Reducing the flag
language to basic forms – light, shadow, colour,
shape and sound (the key elements of cinema), this
work nullifies its agreed meanings, reformulating
the experience of expression as at once something
shared, and uniquely individual.

BONNIE HART

EmotoExile
Engine Room

This 16mm film and sound installation establishes
dialogues between the projected image, recorded
sound and the performer’s body. This work explores
the emotional disassociation manufactured
by civilians towards refugees, asylum seekers

and other victims of territorial or financial war
zones. The cognitive dissonance generated by the
(Australian) “national” subject remotely viewing
the suffering and alienation of the “other” (object)
in conflict zones or between contested boundaries
creates a uniquely insulated state of being, like a
conceptual plexiglass barrier. Seeking equilibrium,
EmotoExile ventures to transgress these
constructions by placing the artist as an emotional
exile under the direct gaze of the live–yet–transient
studio audience.

signal is mediated through live manipulations
and effects, creating a synaesthetic intercourse
between analogue and digital, reality and fantasy.
In its combination of authentic but bizarre signals
at sea, the work conjures up imaginary voyages
through uncharted zones, unintercepted by
conventional logic.

BEN HAYES

3 x self–contained battery powered projectors,
running handmade looped 16mm inkjet printed film
create a kinetic freestanding aesthetic experience
blending new media consumption with the
mechanics of analogue technology. What was once
old and slightly suspect – a communication medium
shaped by a history of surveillance and control – is
here reconstructed into something different; slightly
broken, but radiant with new possibilities.

Urn Ove
Petty Officers’ quarters

Minimalist object–based installation incorporating
light, bricks and cement. Urn Ove explores the
impost on human consciousness created by the
conditions of spatial arbitration. The occupation of
these quarters with impenetrable objects evokes the
institutionalisation and separation of the legitimate
citizen from the expendable body, which is otherwise
effectively rendered invisible in the setting of new–
look razor–wire imperialism.

BOTBORG

Arrival Space
ASDIC (Sonar)

This immersive performance uses digital projection,
experimental sound and the spectator’s participation
in an audiovisual extraordinary rendition process.
Led through a labyrinth of passages to an ominous,
confined space, the individual spectator will be
subjected to an incomprehensible interrogation
that becomes increasingly oppressive. Stripped of
all linguistic elements, the interrogative process
reflects the experience of the obedient citizen–
subject body under sovereign power: the human
sense faculties in the stress position. The duration of
the work will, for each performance, slightly exceed
the participant’s comfort thresholds.

DANNY WILD

Fixed Wash
Engineer’s Workshop

Fixed Wash is an installation utilising a live digital
video feed and found objects that reverts to one of
the Diamantina’s ‘former lives’ – her time as an
oceanographic survey vessel. Re–creating a ghost–
net snared by the Diamantina during a oceanic
mission, Fixed Wash captures the viewer with a live
camera feed plagued by corrupted video artifacts.
Trapped within the image that is simultaneously
attempting to map and contain them, the spectator
is transformed into an tangle of chaotic particles.

JADE BOYD

Transmissions at Sea
Wheel Room

The installation channels recordings of mysterious
maritime radio transmissions through a cassette
walkman, which in turn cause visual distortion
on a monitor showing a sonar screen. The audio

JASON FITZGERALD

War Projectors
Forecastle Deck

KIAH READING

Sex Waves
Ward Room

An overboard repurposing of the Diamantina’s
most spacious internal room into an immersive
and experiential installation. The work extends,
embellishes and mixes pre–existing stereotypes
emblematic of warships and party boats alike:
libidinal repression; growth of male–to–male
relationships; bodily injury and violent death;
rum as the drink of choice; and the propensity of
isolated spaces to foster and enable subversive
fantasies.
Taking the position that the ward room is merely a
front for “clean leisure”, this work repurposes the
space as a dimly–lit party room located deep within
the labyrinthine structure of the larger vessel.
Fitted out with camp and kitsch visual stimulus
(bedazzled wartime portraits & nautical props you
could only find at the worst seafood restaurant),
handcrafted ceramics (prized acquisitions of
sailors with a heart), a television playing eye–candy
in the form of fetishised violence with an audio
track of house music piped into the whole space
(performance video & soundtrack constructed with
Andrew McLellan), and topless waiter serving only
rum shots.
The VHS video, playing in the corner of the room,
contains imagery of men using their body as a
secondary vessel of violence and site of libidinal
repression. Deadly weapons (e.g. the pickaxe) will
be turned into silicone film props then turned back
into deadly weapons as they are used against one
another. Soft body, soft weapon, hard cock? Yeah.
Historically, the ward room is a special place of
sanctuary away from the ship’s captain. With the
captain only allowed to enter upon invitation (a form
of submission), the space represented the rare
opportunity for the average sailor to enjoy a sense
of power amongst ranks. Viewers are invited to play
out and take hold of this dominant position via the
exploration and exploitation of this seminal space.

LEIF GIFFORD

Noticing the Shadows,
Noticing the Lights
Drydock

The installation mobilises luminous material
to describe surfaces and expose crevices in the
nineteenth–century brickwork basin encapsulating
the Diamantina today. Lightplay meets watercraft
as beams and shadows cavort through space and
into time. Throughout the night, unseen hands will
secretly rearrange light sources and make material
interventions to create a reflective revelation of
intermittent and uncertain light, suggestive of what
lies beyond the breach.

PATRICK KING

Turbulence
Paint Room

Turbulence comprises a family of works – live
audiovisual, video and light installation in concert
with text–based works – to reflect on the physicality
of marine and weather systems, the psychology
of ocean voyage, and the narratives of conflict and
displacement that are generated by the Diamantina
in the present day. Turbulence, as a term with both
a specific scientific definition and socio–political
resonance, offers an opportunity to pry into the
juncture between media, metaphor and meaning.
In the audiovisual piece, the spectator’s movement
generates a primitivistic ripple effect, which
echoes in the abstracted imagery of environmental
catastrophe in the looping video work and ‘frozen
animation’ frames posted on the wall of the space.
In the deepest recesses of the Paint Lamp Room,
light refracts from Mylar to expose the hidden
depths of one of the darkest cavities on the ship. All
are infused with a sensibility of primal geometry,
differently realised in digital and analogue versions
of endless permutation and eternal return. As a
series of studies in varying media staged in one
of the ship’s furthest extremities, Turbulence
meditates simultaneously on the agoraphobia
of open water and the unsettling chaos of
environmental turbulence, and communicates the
fear, isolation and disorientation of those who’ve
come across the seas.

SARAH BYRNE

CTRL Systems
Crew’s Wash

Multi–channel video installation utilising
appropriated VHS footage of ABC Television’s ‘body
education’ program, Vital Systems. This installation
conducts analogue and digital raids into found
footage, “re–editing” a slightly patronising actuality
as a succession of heavy–handed cut and paste
loops and irregular repetitions. This work explores
the dynamics of power interplayed in control and
chaos systems such as structure the media, the
state, and the individual.

PERFORMANCES ON THE UPPER DECK

19:00
VIJAY THILLAIMUTHU

V3 Submersible
“Please stand by while we power up the reactor.
Excellent, we are now at full capacity. Unfortunately,
due to the fragile nature of the human body, you
will start to feel some fairly unpleasant symptoms
as we begin our descent; increased heart rate,
inability to discern geometric forms, sweaty palms,
subtle ontological necrosis and most peculiarly,
the ability to recognise elements of something but
yet be unable to integrate these elements together
into comprehensible perceptual wholes… more
on that later. Our submersible is a V3 Soviet era
Polivoks Formanta. When you hear this sound, it
indicates that the machine is failing and you should
begin your aquatic transformation. We understand
that this is, typically, horrifically painful but we ask
while you are in this agony to think of the first land
animals on our planet. Did they emerge in fishtanks
with hydraulic legs? Preposterous! They adapted.
We will now start probing your electro–chemical
biology with our patented ‘xeno’ sinewaves and light
particles. On behalf of everyone here at Xenosine
Industries, I would like to thank you all for your
participation and contribution to science. Risk is
synonymous with gain.”

20:00
SALLY GOLDING

Ghost – Loud + Strong
Sound recordings from a flexi disc dialogue about
past life regression, and other assorted antique vinyl
library sound effects, were reformatted as optical
sound waveforms by recording into a 16mm sound
camera, hand–processing the film, and contact
printing the resulting waveforms into a composition
for live performance.
Sounds surface and regress, male voices ‘authorise’
and female voices ‘characterise’, as an uncannily
obscured field of light and dark unfolds on screen.
Created by the texture of the sticky tape used
to hold down the composition during printing,
the flickering film frames surpass normal levels
of visual intelligibility, compelling the viewer to
hallucinate a non–existent visual subtext. Sound
and light weave into a disorienting cacophony,
intensified and punctuated by an antique laboratory
strobe light and an anti–syncopating rotating
shutter intervening before the projector’s light
beam. Indicated in the repetition of the sound
sample, ‘To find a memory in the vastness of time...’
Ghosts – Loud and Strong explores the experience
of sensations that threaten to exceed our capacity to
perceive or comprehend them.

21:00
HORSE MCGYVER

Battle Atmos
A deck–side collision course of Hollywood explosive
FX and cartoon cereal sound.
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